Only from Nemco!

Easy Grill Scraper

™

Take all the work out of keeping your grill surface clean
for better performance efficiency!

Less Grease—
Elbow or Otherwise
It’s amazing how applied physics can make one’s life easier. Nemco offers
a perfect case study with this simply smart tool that turns a persistent
chore into a quick-and-easy breeze.

Suggested Uses
Designed to quickly and effectively remove
grease and baked-on carbon from grill and
griddle surfaces.

Take Less Time to Do a Good Job

Nemco has placed more design emphasis on the Easy Grill Scraper handle,
to maximize the user’s applied pressure for thorough cleaning results
without overexertion.
All of the elements—the short handle length, ergonomic pistol-grip and
forward-grip “ball”—optimize the user’s leverage and direct more pressure
where it counts, at the point of attack on the grill surface.

Get Better Grill Performance Efficiency

When “thorough” cleaning is easy, it gets done more often, ensuring
your grill performs its best, getting the most out of your food and your
energy dollars.

Expect a Lifetime of Use

The Easy Grill Scraper is tough, but lightweight and compact, so it’s easy
to use and easy to store away. It’s solid cast aluminum with a stainlesssteel blade for long-term durability.

General Specifications
For Model No. 55825
Dimensions
Equipment (w x d x h)
Shipping carton (w x d x h)
Equipment weight
Shipping weight

6" x 16" x 4"
7" x 161⁄2" x 51⁄2"
2.5 lbs.
3 lbs.

Optional Accessories
Model
55607-6

Description
Replacement blades (6-pack)

Replacement parts are available through
Nemco’s 24-hour Zip Program.
Nemco reserves the right to make design,
specification or model changes without notice.

Wing nuts make it easy to
remove blade for cleaning
or replacement

Stainless-steel
splashguard keeps
residue under
control during
scraping

Stainless-steel blade
holds its edge for
long-term performance
(Nemco blades fit other
grill scrapers too, due to
the oval holes)

Cast-aluminum handle is designed
to improve leverage and channel
the user’s pressure into the grill
surface. Ergonomically designed
for left- or right-handed use
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